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2012: A turning point for lighting?
New standards, consumer-friendly labels for light bulbs
You’ve probably noticed the growing
array of light bulbs at your local
hardware, building center or discount
store. Bulbs of all sizes and shapes,
including some that don’t even look
like a light bulb as we’ve known it for
the past 120 years.
It’s all in the quest for better energy
efficiency, and the government is
pushing it along with stricter standards,
manufacturer incentives and a huge
information campaign. The year 2012
could be the year we officially begin
to say goodbye to the beloved – but
inefficient –incandescent light bulb for
general lighting.
As of January 1, 2012, traditional
100 watt incandescent light bulbs will
not meet the government standards
set by the Energy Independence and
Security Act of 2007. Similar standards
will phase in for other types of light
bulbs over the next three years. While
the legislation didn’t place an outright
ban on incandescents, it did set an
energy efficiency requirement that can’t
be met with the simple filaments used
in the typical bulb.
For most lighting applications,
you’ll have at least three alternative
technologies to choose from when
looking for bulbs:

Halogen Incandescent –

Halogen incandescents have a capsule
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inside that holds gas around a filament
to increase bulb efficiency. This type of
incandescent bulb is about 25% more
efficient and can last up to three times
longer than traditional incandescent
bulbs. They are available in a wide range
of shapes and colors, and can be used
with dimmers.
CFLs – Compact
fluorescent lamps (CFLs)
are simply curly versions
of the long tube
fluorescent lights you
may already have in
a kitchen or garage.
Because they use
less electricity
than traditional
incandescents,
typical CFLs
can pay for
themselves
in less than nine
months, and then start saving you
money each month. An ENERGY
STAR-qualified CFL uses about
one-fourth the energy and
lasts ten times longer than a
comparable incandescent bulb
that puts out the same amount
of light.
LEDs – The light emitting
diode (LED) uses the same
technology as the little indicator

light on your television, but can also
light your home. It is one of today’s most
energy-efficient and rapidly developing
technologies. ENERGY STAR-qualified
LEDs use only 20%-25% of the energy
and last up to 25 times longer than the
traditional incandescent bulbs they replace.
LED bulbs are currently available in
many products such as replacements
for 40W, 60W, and 75W traditional
incandescents, reflector bulbs
often used in recessed fixtures,
and small track lights. They may
have the familiar round shape
of an incandescent, or often
look more like a shower head
with metal fins that
carry heat away from
the sensitive
electronic
components.

(Continued on page 4)
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Board report
Resume of Minutes
Regular Board Meeting
November 22, 2011

of the AIEC November 17 board meeting.
* The Attorney’s report was provided by
Attorney Tice.

The regular monthly meeting of the Board
of Directors of Rural Electric Convenience
Cooperative Co. was held at the cooperative
headquarters on November 22, 2011, at
6 p.m., with all members present except
Director Repscher. Also present were
President/CEO David Stuva; Manager of
Office Services Dean Fuchs; Director of
Member and Public Relations Dana Smith;
Manager of Operations and Maintenance
Lou DeLaby; Field Engineer and Purchasing
Agent Martin Hinton; Executive Assistant
Sandy Lex; Sr. Member Accounts
Representative Shelley Crocks; and Attorney
Jerry Tice.
* The minutes of the October 25 regular
Board meeting were approved as presented.
* President/CEO Stuva introduced Shelley
Crocks who presented the 2010 delinquent
accounts in the amount of $12,240.58 that
management recommended be written off
by the co-op. She noted that the amount
recommended to be written off represents .085
percent of RECC’s total revenues for 2010.
* President/CEO Stuva called upon Lou
DeLaby, who reported on construction and
operations projects.
* There was no IMEA Report.
* The AIEC report was given by Director
Beatty. He reviewed the executive summary

President/CEO’s Report
CEO Stuva reviewed the following reports
which had either been mailed or distributed
to all directors and attorney: Job Training and
Safety, Meters and Outages, Operations and
Maintenance, Engineering and Construction,
Cash Disbursements Summary, and Check
Listing. The financial and statistical reports
for October were reviewed and accepted for
placement in the cooperative’s files.
CEO Stuva also reviewed plans for
upcoming meetings and classes.
Board Action
The Board acted on the following:
* Approved the application for, or
reinstatement of, membership and electric
service for 17 persons.
* Approved the list of delinquent accounts
to be written off for 2010 totaling $12,240.58.
* Approved a 2012 Capital Expenditure
Budget for the purchase of a riding mower
and bucket truck for an amount not to exceed
$197,000.
* Set a Special Board Meeting on
December 22 at 6 p.m. to review and
approve the cooperative’s 2012 Operating
Budget.
The meeting adjourned at 9:20 p.m.

Follow us
on Facebook
Link from our
web page at
www.recc.coop
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Some rate blocks will see a
small increase for 2012
RECC’s Board of Directors
approved adjustments to several of
RECC’s rate schedules at their
Dec. 22 meeting, which will take
effect for power used after January 1,
2012. The cooperative has operated
at very low operating margins the
past couple of years, and our lenders
are requiring a larger cushion to
assure that our debt coverage ability
is maintained.
Transmission delivery charges
and operating expenses have edged
higher, even with our many efforts
to keep costs under control. President/
CEO David Stuva says he hopes
this increase will be enough to
satisfy our lenders. “Even with the

increase, we don’t have a lot of extra
margins to deal with the costs of a
major storm, if it did a lot of damage
to our lines,” he said.
Several of the co-op’s residential
and small commercial rates will
have a change in the lowest block of
energy, over 3,000 kWhs per month.
Those higher-use kWhs will increase
by a half-cent, or $.005/kWh. (Any
account that uses less than 3,000
kWhs per month won’t be affected
by this rate change.) The Dual
Meter rate was already set for a halfcent increase to begin on January 1.
Monthly Facilities Charges will also
be increased by $3.00 for members
on municipal service rates.

PCA change

The final change that all members will see on their bills is a small
increase in the Power Cost Adjustment (PCA) that was implemented
last June. The PCA will increase
from $.003 to $.0035 for all kWhs
used. This would add 50 cents to
the bill if a member used 1,000
kWhs a month.
Members will receive their first
bills under the new rates in early
February 2012, for power used in
January. Our billing statements show
the entire rate calculation for your
monthly energy use. If you have
questions about your rates, please
call our office at (217) 438-6197.

Rural Electric
Convenience Cooperative
T O G E T H E RW E S AV E .C O M
Heat rises. And when it slips past your ceiling, it melts snow on the rooftop.
It’s an easy way to tell if you need new insulation.
Find out what you can do at TogetherWeSave.com.

GUESS WHICH HOUSE HAS BETTER
INSULATION IN THE ATTIC.
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A turning point for lighting (continued from page 1)
To make it easier to compare light
bulbs, the Federal Trade Commission
has designed a new label to be printed
on all bulb packages beginning this
year. Like the helpful nutrition label
on food products, the Lighting Facts
label will help consumers understand
what they are really purchasing. The
label clearly provides the light output
of the bulb, the estimated operating
cost for the year, and the color of the
light (from warm/yellowish, to white
to cool/blue).
The labels should help bring a
new lighting term into our daily
vocabularies: lumens. Lumens is
a measure of the brightness of a
bulb, regardless of what technology it uses. When you calculate the
lumens produced per watt of electricity used, you can compare the
efficiency of different bulbs.
For instance, the standard 60watt incandescent bulb produces
about 800 lumens, or a little over 13
lumens/watt. An equivalent 15 watt
CFL offers the same light levels at 55
lumens/watt, and an LED bulb can
range from 60 to 100 lumens/watt.
Of course, the CFL and LED
light bulbs cost more than incandescent, but they last much longer
and save money on your electric bill.
LEDs may have a long payback time

Lighting Facts Per Bulb
Brightness
820 lumens
Estimated Yearly Energy Cost $7.23
Based on 3 hrs/day, 11¢/kWh
Cost depends on rates and use

Life

Based on 3 hrs/day

Light Appearance
Warm

1.4 years
Cool

2700 K

Energy Used

60 watts

with the high cost of bulbs right now,
but they’re getting less expensive as
manufacturing technology improves
and sales volume grows.
There’s even more useful information available about the choices you
have in light bulbs today. There are
many good sources for help on the
Internet, including www.EneryStar.gov
and a lighting site at www.lumennow.
org that has a nifty presentation under
“choosing a bulb” that shows where
you can use different types of bulbs. Of
course, you can also call your cooperative for answers to your lighting questions as well!
Yes, 2012 will mark a new beginning for our lighting choices, as we
adjust to the need to get more from
the energy we use every day.

Buy lumens, not watts
Checking the “watts” on a light bulb package is not the way to get the
right bulb. A watt is a measure of how much electricity the bulb uses, not
how much light it produces. A bulb’s brightness is measured in “lumens,”
and that’s the number you’re looking for. The Lighting Facts label now
included on all light bulb packages will tell you the lumens produced,
along with the estimated annual energy cost for the bulb.
As a rule of thumb when buying light bulbs, look for these light
output levels:
• To replace a 100-watt incandescent bulb, look for a bulb that
gives you about 1600 lumens. If you want something dimmer, go
for less lumens; if you prefer brighter light, look for more lumens.
• Replace a 75W bulb with an energy-saving bulb that gives you
about 1100 lumens
• Replace a 60W bulb with an energy-saving bulb that gives you
about 800 lumens

Specialty bulbs will
still be available
The new efficiency standards
for light bulbs apply only for
general-purpose bulbs. Specialty
bulbs like 3-way reading lamps,
appliance bulbs, bug lights and
reflector lamps are not included
in the requirements. There are
22 types that are specifically excluded, but that could change if
those bulbs become popular as a
replacement for standard incandescent lights.

Update Update Update Update
Congress slows enforcement
In the last-minute budget bill
approved by Congress bef ore their
Christmas break, funds were deleted
for enforcement of the new light bulb
efficiency standards, at least until
October 2012. Manuf acturers and
stores were preparing to meet the
new standards in January, and most
will probably proceed as planned to
phase out their inefficient 100-watt
incandescent bulbs.

Update Update Update Update

What to look for when
you shop for light bulbs
Lumens
(brightness)

You
used
to look
for
Watts (energy)

New information labels

150 w

2600 lm

100 w

1600 lm

75 w

1100 lm

60 w

800 lm

40 w

450 lm

Now you
look for

Estimates based on typical incandescent bulbs
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Looking back on 75 years

The beginning of the Rural Electric family
Ralph Sloman’s father was RECC incorporator
Like World War II veterans,
the number of individuals who
can recall “the day the lights came
on” in the countryside is getting
smaller as each year goes by. One
RECC member not only lived
on one of the first farms to be
energized by the co-op in 1937,
but he had a front-row seat in
the process as his father was one
of the original incorporators
and directors of Rural Electric
Convenience Cooperative.
Ralph Sloman’s father, George
Sloman, was one of the pioneers
who saw the need for electricity
in the countryside and decided to
do something about it. The private
electric utilities didn’t want to
build lines to the few farms and
homes along rural roads, since
there wasn’t a profit to be made.
With the newly-created Rural
Electrification Administration
(REA) offering loan funds for
member-owned cooperatives, nine
local men signed the articles of
incorporation and set out to build
an electric distribution system.
The new board of directors
hired Charles Masters to be the
general manager along with a few
other employees, but George and
the other directors also helped to
sell the concept to area farmers.
“They had to convince people that
this wasn’t some scam operation”
before they’d put their $5.00
membership fee down for the
promise of future electric service,
Ralph says.
Ralph followed his dad around
on the neighbors’ farms and at
the co-op office in Divernon,
and saw the dedication of those
involved. He recalls the first
linemen, the burly Bud Wilson
and the slim “Skinny” Dawson,
as an inseparable team who dug

poles in by hand. Bud would also
take any outage calls at his home at
night when the office was closed,
recalls Ralph.
When the first lines were
energized, George Sloman was
relieved that early members were
able to “reap the benefits” of their
$5.00 investment. Ralph says one
farmer was heard to remark, “It’s
just like town around here!”
While central electric service
was new on the Sloman farm, they
did have some electric lights and a
water pump earlier, thanks to their
32-volt Delco system. “My job as a
boy was to watch the balls on the
bank of 18 or 20 batteries, which
marked the electrolyte levels in the
glass jars,” he says. “When they
went below a certain level, I’d tell
my dad and he’d start the gasoline-

powered generator to recharge
the batteries.”
Some farms used wind
turbines to charge their Delco
systems, Ralph added.
The Slomans were also the
first to use three-phase power
on their farm, to run larger grain
drying motors. “It was sort of
an experiment at the time, to
use larger horsepower motors
without disrupting the electric
lines,” Ralph says. The farm south
of Kincaid still has three-phase
power today.
Ralph still owns the family
farmstead, but now lives in
Taylorville. He still takes an
active interest in the co-op’s
business, and is a regular at
RECC’s Annual Meeting and
other events.
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News & Notes
News
& Notes
Beware of carbon
monoxide
Cold weather means more
fuels being burned in homes,
while windows and doors are
tightly sealed – creating a deadly
potential for buildup of carbon
monoxide (CO) fumes. You
can’t see, smell or taste carbon
monoxide, and the symptoms
are often mistaken for the flu
(headaches, fatigue, nausea and
dizziness). CO is produced by
the incomplete burning of fuels,
such as natural gas, propane,
kerosene, wood, and charcoal.
Malfunctioning gas appliances,
water heaters, space heaters,
chimney flues and portable
generators may emit CO into your
home, and the only way to detect
it is a carbon monoxide alarm.
Like a smoke detector, a CO
alarm must be checked regularly
and a new battery installed once a
year. Some devices are designed to
warn you of both smoke and CO,
but an ordinary smoke detector
will not protect you from CO!
You need both life-safety devices
in your home.

Do you remember
when?
RECC’s 75th
Annual Meeting will
be on June 7, 2012 at
Glenwood High School, and we’re
planning a fun celebration! One of
our projects to mark this milestone
is to collect memories of the earliest
days of electric power in the country.
If you, a family member or a friend
have a story about getting or using
electricity for the first time, we’d like
to hear from you! You can write a
note, or talk to Dana Smith, Rural
Hilights editor, to share your view of
the experience. Just call our office at
(217) 438-6197.

Rural Electric Youth Day
is March 28

RECC is sponsoring area
students for the popular Rural
Electric Youth Day in Springfield
on March 28, and a chance to
win a FREE trip to Washington
in June. The Youth Day program
includes touring the Capitol,
the new Abraham Lincoln
Museum and other historic sites,
and meeting with their state
legislators. Two of those students
will be selected to attend the
Youth To Washington trip, June
15-22. Any junior attending a
high school in RECC’s service
area is eligible for these expensepaid programs.

Application request forms will
be sent to our local schools later
in January, or students can call
our office at (800) 245-7322. We
will mail a complete application
kit and background information
directly to the student. The
application includes a summary
of the student’s school and civic
activities and accomplishments,
and a brief essay question
pertaining to the rural electric
program. At the end of the Youth
Day activities on March 28, the
students will have individual
interviews to select two winners
for the trip to Washington, D.C.

Use Self-Serve 24 any time
RECC offers Self-Serve 24
for our members’ convenience,
where you can obtain and provide
information on your own schedule,
from anywhere. When you call the
Self-Serve 24 telephone number
at 438-3575, you just enter your
electric account number to gain
access to the latest account balance
information. You can make a
payment by credit card or debit
card in a private, secure setting.

Or, you can provide updated
information such as billing address
changes or a new phone number.
Another thing you can do
through Self-Serve 24 is report a
service problem or power outage.
Depending on the scope of an
outage, you may be prompted to
report your service interruption
by touch keys, or you may be
connected to a representative to
take your information.
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Member Response Page
Please send me information on services from RECC:
_______Peak Switch

_______New Home Energy Guidelines

_______Security Light Rental

_______Co-op Connections® Card

_______Dual Meter Heating Rate

_______Surge Suppressor Lease

_______Marathon Lifetime-Warranty 		
Water Heaters

_______Convectair Heaters

_______Long Distance Saving Rates

_______AT&T Wireless Cellular Phone
Savings

_______5% ERC Loans for Efficiency
Improvements

Electric heating equipment rebates
An electric heat rebate form must be completed. Minimum system sizes apply.
•

Geothermal System – $250/home

•

Air Source Heat Pumps – $250/home
(with electric back-up)

•

Air Source Heat Pumps – $100/home
(with gas back-up)

Electric equipment rebate request
Please include a copy of your sales receipt for your new electric equipment, purchased and installed within the past 12 months.
_______Clothes Dryer, Electric Replacement – $25

_______Clothes Dryer, New Home or Gas Conversion – $25

_______Electric Range, Electric Replacement – $25

_______Electric Range, New Home or Gas Conversion – $25

_______Water Heater, Standard Warranty – $200			
(less than 10-yr waranty)

_______Water Heater, Life–long Warranty – $250		
(10-yr or longer warranty)
This water heater is for: _______New Home
_______Gas Conversion
_______Electric Replacement

Member Name

Account No.

Mailing Address
Town

Phone

Rural Electric Convenience Cooperative
P.O. Box 19, Auburn IL 62615
Telephone: (800) 245-7322 (RECC) or (217) 438-6197 • www.recc.coop
Normal office hours 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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P.O. Box 19
Auburn, IL 62615

Resolve to save energy in 2012!
January is the time for making
resolutions to improve our lives in
some way, and it also happens to be
a time when our home energy use is
typically high. Some simple energy
resolutions may be the easiest to
keep this year!
Here are some tips for reducing
your energy bills in several ways
around the house.

Water heating

Water heating is the second
biggest energy user in most homes
in the winter, after space heating.
Start at the water heater itself, and
set the thermostats (yes, most electric
models have an upper and a lower
thermostat) at 100-120 degrees. This
should be adequate for most laundry
and dishwasher detergents to work
properly, and it will prevent accidental
scalding at your tub or sink.
For laundry, wash in cold water
whenever possible and set the load
size each time to use only the water
you need. If you’re purchasing a new
clothes washer, consider the watersaving models that use less total
water and generally spin more water
out of the clothes so that your dryer
will also use less energy.

Cooking

We tend to cook more during
the winter months, and the choice
of appliances makes an energy difference. Small appliances like toaster

ovens and electric skillets use less
energy than a regular oven, and heat
up faster. Of course, the microwave
is the fastest and most efficient way
to heat most foods, including boiling
small amounts of water.

TV systems

Newer TVs are generally pretty
efficient, but they’ve also gotten
bigger than the old picture-tube
models! Another trend that’s adding
to our energy bills is the proliferation
of accessories like cable and satellite
boxes, DVRs, DVD players and game
systems. These electronics can add
up to hundreds of watts around the
house, and often run continuously.
Even when turned off, most
electronic devices use a small amount
of standby power that can add a few
dollars a year to your power bill.
Turn off gaming systems when
not in use, and consider using
a power strip to power down
accessories that can be completely
disconnected when sitting idle. (Your
DVR may not be a good candidate
for disconnection, though.)

Portable heaters

Small space heaters can be useful,
but beware of misleading energysavings claims! A typical electric
space heater will use 1,200-1,500
watts whenever it’s operating, and
that could add up to $4 to $5 a day
in electricity. Any type of portable

electric heater is pretty much 100
percent efficient, although the heat
delivery system might vary from
radiant energy to natural air currents
to blower fans.
If you use a portable heater, keep
the heated area to a minimum. If
you can keep your main thermostat
lower, and heat just the room you’re
in, you may save on your total
energy use. Just adding an extra
heater while leaving the main heat
at normal settings will probably add
to your costs, but the extra comfort
may be worthwhile for you.
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